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kid-FRIENDLy Participants

kid-FRIENDLy Schools
kid-FRIENDLy: Kids Focused, Responsible, Imaginative, Engaged, and Determined
to Learn is a four-year Race to the Top-District consortium project designed to make
learning just that—kid -friendly. It touches nearly 60,000 children in 111 schools in 22
school districts located in the Green River Regional Educational Cooperative (GRREC)
and Ohio Valley Educational Cooperative (OVEC) service areas.

Kid-FRIENDLy believes that great things are possible when learners
drive their own learning.
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kid-FRIENDLy
Message

Belief
kid-FRIENDLy believes as the
following drivers are achieved,
individually or collectively,
schools will move towards a
more Personalized Learning
experience:

kid-FRIENDLy would like to thank all
schools and partners who have
supported our work to personalize
learning for 60,000+ students around
Kentucky.

1. Student Empowerment
2. Communities of Learners
3. Communities of Practice
4. College & Career Readiness
5. Community-Based Childcare
For details see the Drivers
pages or visit
www.kidfriendlyky.com

The kid-FRIENDLy proposal established four key, multifaceted elements (projects) of educational practice and
policy to meet four core assurances designated by the US
Department of Education (ED):

Projects


Students as Leaders



Leaders Developing Leadership



Competency-Based Instruction



Personalized Learning

USED Core Assurances
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Adopting standards and assessments that prepare students
to succeed in college and the workplace and to compete in
the global economy



Building data systems that measure student growth and
success, and inform teachers and principals with data about
how they can improve instruction



Recruiting, developing, rewarding, and retaining effective
teachers and principals, especially where they are needed
most



Turning around lowest-achieving schools

Rural schools possess many strengths
and also face many challenges. Each
child can bring something new into the
classroom, and kid-FRIENDLy believes
that personalized learning will lead to
higher achievement. In order to truly personalize learning, schools must honor
each child individually. Even in rural
Kentucky, diversity is abundant—not only in race and ethnicity, but also in gender, religion, socioeconomic status, etc.
kid-FRIENDLy hopes to raise awareness
of the diversity in rural, as well as urban,
areas so that educators will intentionally
recognize and value it.

kid-FRIENDLy High-Need Students (%)

* Represented by yellow: High-need students are students in
rural low-income schools (RLIS) and students who have not
reached proficiency in reading at grades 3 or 10, or math proficiency by grade 11. Raw data compiled by GRREC in 2012;
Each figure represents 10%.

Kentucky Schools’ Perception of Cultural Proficiency in Their Community
From January to March 2015, kid-FRIENDLy partnered with Corwin: A Sage Company to host
Cultural Proficiency Institutes. The Institute was designed to be a hands-on, interactive event that
would provide educators and school personnel the practical tools, ideas, and action plans needed to
move their school or district toward Cultural Proficiency. One breakout session focused on
participants’ personal examples of cultural awareness in their community. Each yellow figure below
represents 5 examples.

Cultural Proficiency

Cultural Blindness

Cultural Incapacity
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